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These questions require fully written solutions and should be submitted within 30 days af-
ter having been received.

1. Find all solutions of the equation a + b + c = 61 in natural numbers (positive integers)
that satisfy the conditions that:

• greatest common divisor (highest common factor) of a and b is 2 and

• greatest common divisor (highest common factor) of b and c is 3 and

• greatest common divisor (highest common factor) of c and a is 5.

2. Daniel can use the digit 3 as many times as he likes, but may only use the digit 4 at most
once. He may not use any other digits. He would like to create a number that would be
divisible by the greatest amount of numbers from 1 to 9. What is the smallest number
Daniel can create?

3. Kate and Juliette were playing a game in which no round could end with a tie. They had
agreed that the loser of a round would take at least one candy and that the winner would
take more candies than the loser. They also agreed that these numbers will be the same
for each round. After a few rounds Kate had 30 candies, and Juliette, who had won 2
rounds, had 25 candies. How many candies did the winner of a single round take?

4. Alex and Shelby were doing their homework. Vivienne came to them and asked them
about the subjects of their homework. They gave her these answers:
Alex: “If I am doing Maths, then Shelby is doing English literature.”
Shelby: “I am doing English literature or Alex is not doing Maths.”
Then Vivienne thought for a while and said: “Either both of you are telling the truth or
both of you are lying.”
Is Vivienne telling the truth?

5. The sides BC and AD of a quadrilateral ABCD are parallel, with AD > BC. The
diagonals intersect in point O. For this quadrilateral CD = AO and BC = OD hold.
Furthermore, CA is the angle bisector of ∠BCD. Determine the sizes of the angles of
triangle ABC.

6. Emmanuel is investigating special and superspecial sets. He calls a subset of the set
{1, 2, 3, . . . , 50} special, if it contains no pair {3, 3x}. He calls a special subset superspecial,
if it contains a maximal number of elements. (A set is just a collection of numbers, while
a subset is a collection of numbers chosen from a specific set.)

(a) How many elements does a superspecial set contain?

(b) How many different superspecial sets exists?



Email submission guidelines

• When submitting assignments by email, please use the following email address:
SAMF.Training.Assignments@gmail.com

• If possible, please submit as a single PDF file (with multiple pages if necessary), with
your name, grade, school and the question number written on each page and please also
label the pages. Furthermore use your name, school and assignment number as the file
name. For example: Isaac Newton - London High School - Intermediate Assignment 1.

• If using your phone to take pictures of your work, consider using a document scanner such
as CamScanner to convert to PDF. However, if you do submit picture files such as *.jpg,
please make sure that those files are labelled with your name, school, question number
and page number as well as assignment number. For instance Isaac Newton - London
High School - Intermediate Assignment 1 - Question 2 Page 2.

• If you have multiple PDF files for a question you can combine them using software such
as PDFsam.

• Solutions should preferably be written by hand and then scanned, since if you want
to typeset them you should typeset them in LaTex, which is an actual mathematical
typesetting software. Please note that files received in MS Word format might not be
marked, because version clashes can cause lots of problems with such files. Hence we
discourage typesetting files in MS Word, since the mathematical notation has a great
chance of just going horribly wrong.

Authenticity guidelines

• These questions are meant to be attempted by yourself. It is not a project where you
see if you can just find solutions on the internet. Furthermore, please don’t upload these
questions to the internet asking others for solutions. Solutions copied from the internet
will earn no marks and might also lead to you not being considered for the Camp.


